
Please inform yourself on our website of upcoming event´s,or send us your email so we can inform you in time.
ASUIHA (African Survival in Hamburg) 

Email: africansurvive@yahoo.com                                                                          Internet: www.asuiha.16mb.com

Are Refugees welcome in Germany?  

Wake-up call to any societies about refugee topics in public now!

It’s big problematic topic now on public about refugees coming to Europe. Everywhere of media outlets, radio stations, television, 
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bombs and here in Europe, too. They killed us again by media to show a negative way of refugees.

Most of the peopels in Germany and societies in Europe are now afraid to speak out about the racist law and racist system dealing 

with refugees. In terms of all, refugees are not wellcome in Germany and all Europe. We are very exclamation point that, why the 
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Germany.
Only your government‘s can explain you, if you ask the right questions, because they are the costs of all this troubles. They mani-

pulate and extend on the situation that, refugees are here to found better life. Refugee‘s are criminal‘s that is why some of them 

ran away from their country, they even said, refugees are here to collect your social money. Not only this, but also, use refugees 

to provocate the society in search a way that the society or citizens will turn their minds against refugees and thinking that their 

problems now is refugees.

Infact, we are the people facing this white supremacy problems in the systerm and we will not wait for politicians or goverment to 

give us an answer because they can not! We come out on the street for our demands and responsibility for our self, because we 

are all under one umbrella. Join the African Survivals, Lampedusa in Hamburg and other refugees will speak out about the Masses in 

front of public policy against refugee. You are very welcome to join us at our talk show! 

We cordially invite you to this event that scheduled in the coming on!

 Date ȗ 13.3.2016 ȗ 16 pm to 19 pm Location ȗ Kölibri – GWA St. Pauli  Hein-Köllisch-Platz 12, 20359 Hamburg 

African Survival Talk Show Event
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